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ABSTRACT

circuits for 64k bit CCO memories).

A rei Iable and sensitive charge detection
scheme for very small charge packets is
described. This scheme integrates a bipolar pnp device into the output gate of a
CCD using one extra mask and two ion Implants. The charge packet flows into the
base causing a large emitter current flow
in the bipolar device. This emitter current
flows into the substrate. A simple analysis
of the operation is presented. Trade offs
of high B and lm·1 current a fall off are
presented. Bipolar devices with a as high
as 800 and base \VIdth of ~l500A have been
fabricated. It isshm·m that good low
current a fall off is more essential than
high a. Finally various clocking schemes
for this output are discussed.

detection schemes used with CCO's at present

INTRODUCTION

bipolar current amp! ification to achieve

CCO's have now been established as a

Charge

employ a capacitive voltage change of a
floating node due to the signal charge
packet.

For small geometry CCDs (cell

sizes of

'5

2

5D)!m ) the charge packet sIze

is decreased

(~

5 x 10

-15

coulombs) with a

corresponding decrease of the output voltage svting.

ceo

In this paper \•te describe a

output structure which uti] izes a

rei iable detection of very small charge

viable technology for memory applications.

packets.

The trend towards higher density has resulted

at the end of the CCO channel.

in very small geometry sizes and cor-

ture is realized by adding one mask and

respondingly small charge packets which

two extra ion implantation steps at the

must be transferred and detected rei iably

end of the

to meet the desired performance goals.

injector (emitter) and a non-depleted

The

The bipolar device is integrated

ceo

This struc-

process to fabricate a p+

rei Iable detection of extremely small charge

n-base region under It, at the output end

packets over a wl de range of temperature

of the CCD.

and noise requires elaborate circuitry to

vertical PNP structure vJith the substrate

provide the desired gain (viz regenerator

serving as the collector.

The combination forms a

The emitter
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is biased through a depletion load, and its

ceo

voltage is sensed through a source follower.

charge detection element at the output.

The schematic diagram of this structure is

This detection element Is shown for a buried

shown in Figure 1.

channel CCO structure.

When a charge packet flovJs into the

channel which incorporates a bipolar

It can in principle

be used vii th both surface and bur led channel

base region of the PNP transistor, it turns

CCO's.

on and draws emitter current \'Jhlch is 13

[1,2] CCO shown in Figure 1 is

times the base current equivalent of the

tative of the

signal charge.

to demonstrate the concept.

This current gain allows a

much larger drive capab iIi ty.

When the

The two phase coplanar electrode

ceo

represen~

structure which was used

by no means 1 imited to this

The concept Is

ceo

structure

charge packet is annihilated by recombina-

and may be used with other two, three or

tion in the base, the PNP transistor

four phase versIons as well.
The bipolar element Is fabricated at

s\-.ritches off and is automatically reset
for the next charge packet.

Contrary to

the end of the

ceo

process by opening a

floating node schemes, there Is no pre-

vJindow in the polysi Iicon output gate

charging necessary and no clock feedthrough

trade.

at the output when no charge packets are

performed through the same opening.

sensed in this mode of operation of the

principle, the lateral straggle of the im-

bipolar output detector.

plants [3] should be adequate to ensure that

This feature is

elec~

The n-type base region implant is
In

expected to result in reduced fixed pattern

no emitter col lector shorts occur at the

noise.

edge of the vdndow.
The capability of integrating bipolar

To guarantee this,

hovtever, a lm-.r temperature heat step

buffer devices on the same chip as MOS/CCOs

(~

provides the current drive capability that

into the window to provide additional mar-

allows this technology to compete with

gin.

bipolar technologies for VLSI logic, memory

200°C) may be used to flo\-.' the resist

The detection scheme presented here is

and signal processing appl !cations.

designed to operate at very low current

BIPOLAR OUTPUT CONCEPT AND DESIGN CONSIDERA-

levels.

TIONS.

this device may be computed from the dynaFigure I shm1s the cross-section of a
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The effective base current into

mics of a charge packet being transfered

into the base region through the output gate.

The charge packet wi 11 supply the base re-

It has been shown, [4] that the charge

combination, and charge the emitter and col-

transfer in a CCD Is approximately exponen-

lector junction capacitance as well as the

tial and electrode has a time constant 'f

output gate capacitance connected to the

may be described by
2
2
/E
c2!!......Q.+ _ _Y_
I 4L 2
4D.

base.

(I )

The differential equation describing

this process may be v.,rritten as
+QB + d C v =
9 be

'B

where
v1here

D

electron diffuslvity

~

electron mobil lty

Q = base minority charge
6

L

length of the gate electrode

QTe,

E

lateral

c1=

a parameter that varies from I

y

~c

=junction transition capacitance

fringing field
cg

field varies from 0 to

~output

gate capacitance

vbe= base emitter voltage

to 2 as the normal !zed fringing

Following the standard charge control

co,

The charge Q (t) flowing into the base
6

Is represented as

treatment [51 equation (4) may be wrItten
for our
.
I
die + c

( 2)

In this expression Q Is the charge capacity
0

storage \•tell.

9m

where w = -

c9

-tiT

(5)

il

for the output gate and \'IT =

2nfT where fT is the short-circuit current
gain bandvtldth product.

The base current in the bipolar device
wi 11 then be given by
dQB ( t)
Qo
1 B = ~ = Avtell -r

crt'
9

per unit area and Awell is the area of the

ceo

(")

dt

The collector re-

sistance is assumed to be zero, and CLRL
represents the emitter load,

(3)

e

We may nm·1 solve

(5) and (3) to obtain

This exponentially decaying pulse of 1 is
8
fed into the bipolar device which is normally
off.

The transient response due to this current may be estimated from the charge control analysis of the bipolar transistor.

It is obvious from (6) that the emitter
current provides a factor of S increase in
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the charge available to drive the next stage.
AHernatively, the load capacitance Is now reflected to the base node as

t .times \·Jhat

\'IOuld be in a simple precharge circuit.
widths of

~1500A,

lGHZ.

\•/T

This appl !cation of the bipolar trans-

it

istor as the output of the ceo shift register

Base

requires that the

as fabricated in our struc-

ture, would lead to an

characteristics of the bipolar device.

of much greater than

So, in typical layouts, the total

be minimized.

a fall

off at low currents

It has been very \•tell known

that the low current {3 fall off is dominated
primarily by injection efficiency consldera-

effective node capacitance of this output

tions.

device is dominated by the enlarged output

in the emitter base depletion region and the

gate needed to enclose the base structure.

surface recombination component play a very

Hence frequency response of this output

important role In the determination of the

structure v1ould be 1 imited by the output gate.

lov1 current fall off characteristics of the

In Figure 2(a)

\·Je

shov1 a theoretical

The generation component of current

bipolar transistor.

The incorporation of a

evaluation of the emitter current waveform

bipolar device In a CCD process has some

based on (6) for a charge packet size of

very significant advantages.

~].6

built on (100) silicon to obtain low surface

fc. The assumed parameter values are

shown In the figure,

The simp 1e theory pre-

state density.

cco•s are

Gettering sequences designed

sented here is compared also to a numerical

into the process allow very high bulk 1 ife-

simulation using SPICE circuit simulator and

times to be achieved in processed devices

typical MOS parameters (Figure 2b).

[6, 7].

For the

Bulk I ifetimes of .....Jmsec and surface

SPICE simulation we have used a simplified

recombination velocity of

current pulse as the input and plotted the

been measured In our devices.

emitter voltage as the output.

Hansell and Fonstad [8] have shown that the

The emitter

~

lcm/sec have
In addition

voltage folim·IS the emitter current predic-

{3 linearity at low currents is affected

ti?n of Figure 2(a) based on the charge con-

most significantly by decreasing emitter

tra 11 ed mode I, It has been assumed in this

doping to take advantage of the Increased

~alculation

that minimum geometry output gate

mobi 1 i ty.

They sho\·1 that {J at very loN

node can be built. In practice the output

currents is obtained at the expense of

gate capacitance Is larger since it surrounds

the absolute {3 value.

the bipolar.
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This will limit the turn off

We have fabricated bipolar structures

\Vith a /3 of .... aoo as vtell as those with
.vJ00-150.

The variations in f3 vtere achieved

by varying the base implant dose.

The typi-

cal implant distribution calculated for bi-

gain isobtained.

However there is no

voltage gain available because the emitter
voltage follows the base voltage.

The

effective charge to voltage ratio, of

polar devices with {3 "'100-150 is shovm in

course, depends on the ratio of the net out

Figure 3.

put node capacitance to the capacitance of a

The estimated f 1 of this pnp

transistor from theoretical consideration is

storage well.

> JGHZ.

provides an impedance transformation so that

However, frequency response of the

The use of the bipolar device

bipolar device by itself cannot be measured

the load capacitance on the emitter node is

since it sl integrated vlith a FET device at

reflected as a 6times smaller capacitance at

the base.

The f3 vs. lc characteristics of

these devices is shm·m in Figure -4.

For a

typical charge packet size of N-4xl0- 15 caul.
and a gate length of

N4~m

the effective base

current pu 1se is about 26nA.

Thus for /3 ""

the base,

increase in the net voltage swing may be
obtained for a given charge packet size.
This increase is partly offset, however,
by the increased capacitance components due

100 the typical operating region is at lc

to

N26~A.

device.

It Is obvious from Figure -4 that our

Thus for a given load an effective

base emitter capacitance of the bipolar
The operation in this mode has the

design for /3 NlOO has adequate low current /3

advantage of very lmv coup] ing of clocks

llneari ty.

and precharge pulses compared to a normal

OPERATION AS CCD OUTPUT AMPLIFIER.

precharged output.

The bipolar device concept and design

A large current drive

capability is obtained but the voltage

discussed In the previous section may be

S\·tl ng

operated in three distinct modes at the

have found an effective current gain at the

output of a CCD shift register.

output

In the

is not sign if !cant 1y 1ncreased.

of~

We

8 in CCD operation in this mode.

simplest mode the bipolar device is operated

Figure 5 shm·ts the output of a CCD register

with a fixed emitter bias obtained through

and the input pulse.

the depletion device \vhich acts as an

occur simultaneously by choosing the number

emitter load.

of bits between input pulses to be equal

In this mode, the charge

packet turns on the bipolar as \Vas described

The input and output

to the length of the register.

in the previous section, and a large current
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The second mode of operation uses a

charge does not have to recombine, this
of clocking may provide an extremely

dynamic emitter biasing or precharging of

n~de

the emitter node before the charge packet

high speed output.

flol'ls into the base.

In this mode the

The bipolar output scheme described

emitter is floating \'lhen the charge flm·1s

in this paper has an added advantage for

into the base and the transient emitter

memory appl !cations.

current proportional to (S + 1)1 , produces
8
a transient emitter voltage spike \'lhlch may

voltage t:.V

be much larger than .b.Vbe'

portional to exp (q t:. Vbe/kT).

Thus a large

he

The change in base

is proportional to the charge

packet, and the collector current is proThus for the

transient voltage S\'ling is available on the

second clocking scheme \•/here the emitter is

base \'lhich may be used as a latching signal.
15
We have measured ~40DmV signals on 4xJo-

floating, the transient spike is exponen-

coulomb of charge using this clocking scheme

so that a

compared to

55mV output swing using the de

scheme.

tially proportional to the charge packet,
1

0 1 and

1

1 1 can be very easily

differentiated.
SU11MARY

The bipolar output may be operated in
a non-destructive mode also.

To achieve

A bipolar charge detection concept has
been presented.

It is shown that the con-

ceo

this, the device is built into one of the

cept may be implemented in a

electrodes of the shift register. The charge

at the cost of one mask and two ion im-

packet flows into the base and remains

plants.

there for the clock periv..:!.

cept are presented.

During this

time the bipolar is turned on.

The next

Design considerations for this con
CCD shift registers

have been fabricated to demonstrate the

phase clocks the charge out of the base

concept.

into the next storage location.

age signals

Thus the

process

It is observed that output volNX8

greater than the conven-

signal charge may be propagated after the

tiona! precharge techniques may be

read operation using the bipolar device.

obtai ned.

The signal charge used to provide the output

The integration of the bipolar output

signal corresponds to the fraction of the

provides the capability of driving large

charge packet which recombines in the base

loads with a small charge packet.

during the read cycle.

buffer capabil lty may also be utilized for
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Since all base

This

high off-chip drive capability, which

6,

coup 1ed vti th the advantages nMOS/CCD1 provides a very high performance technology
for logic, memory and signal processing.
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Output

P-Sl
N-Burie<l Cham..el

p

----

b

'\,,

Figure I

The structure and concept of the bipolar output for CCDs.

The

top figure sh01·1s the crossection of the output and the bottom
sh01·1s the operation of this output scheme.

..
'•

Time

ln~ecl

Figure 2(a) The emitter current response of the bipolar for a charge packet.
The charge packet size (Q A II = 1.6fc) and the maximum emitter
current is lEo= 2.3~A. 9h~ 8 calculations are based on 6=100
and k=,09nsec.
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INPUT

CURRHIT

""'

TIME lf'ISKI

Figure 2(b} SPICE simulation of the bipolar output. The response to a
current pulse IB is shown. This simulation is more optimistic
than the charge control theory because default parameters for
the bipolar are used.
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Figure 3

Doping distribution is due to the base and emitter ion implants
forming the pnp bipolar. The collector distribution is nonuniform becuase of the channel implants required to avoid short
channel effects and punch through.
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Figure 4

Figure 5
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a vs.

lc characteristics of the output bipolar device.

Input and output of a CCD shift register with a bipolar output.

